STATEMENT OF PURPOSE
Nursing, a career related to the health care sector which focuses on the care of
individuals, families, and communities so that they can attain, maintain, or
recover optimal health and quality of life. It is a highly demanding career in
today’s date that brings new challenges in everyday life but comes with many
rewards and a real sense of job satisfaction. Thus, I am determined to continue
my education in the nursing field, and I feel honored and fortunate to have been
accepted for pursuing Certificate IV in aging support and Diploma of Nursing in
Australian Harbour International College, Sydney, Australia. Florence
nightingale, ''The lady with the lamp'' and her dedication to serve people has
inspired me to choose nursing as my career.
INTRODUCTION
I am Sunita Chand daughter of Mr. Pritha Bahadur Chand (Father) and Bindu
Chand (Mother) born on 23 July 1999, an inhabitant of Tulsipur-12, Dang
Nepal. I am presently residing in Lazimpat, Kathmandu Nepal. About my
educational background I had passed my SLC (School Living Certificate) from
Tulsi Boarding Higher Secondary School in 2015 A.D. with first division
(72.88%). After that, I completed Higher Secondary (intermediate Level) in
Science faculty from Gorkha Secondary School, Tulsipur, Dang and secured
70.50% in the year 2017 A.D.I scored the overall score of 6 in IELTS
examination held in 20th January 2018 conducted by IDP which was positive
point to fulfill my dream Since my childhood I have been keenly interested in
serving people as well as was interested in various social work along with my
study. I have been a front line student, always enthusiastic and active in study as
well as extra-curricular activities.
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WHY AUSTRALIA
After long research I decided to choose Australia as my education centre. My

interest to get internationally recognized degree from highly
recognized university, and intending my knowledge in international markets

had led me to choose Australia for my future career. Most students in today’s
era prefer UK, USA Canada and so on. According to my research I found USA
has low security for international as well their native students. To get admission
in the reputed universities international students should appear different tests
like SAT, GMAT, GRE which takes a long time for test preparation and is very

tough nuts to crack and its time consuming. Similarly, UK has very changing
immigration rules and is unpredictable.UK, Canada having simple English
language proficiency requirements as Australia does, i.e. IELTS but has vast
difference in field of security as well as the amount of currency for living and
studying. The rate of pound and dollar in other countries is higher and costlier
than Australia respectively. In most countries, nursing profession is not very
well appreciated but in Australia the study regarding nursing helps students to
get reward also the Australian community values the knowledge and skills of
nursing students a variety of study options and opportunities. I carried out
comprehensive research about education standard of Australian Colleges and
Universities. This degree from Australia will be recognized globally. Studying
Australia will not only provide me world-wide recognized degree but will also
provide me with the high standard and quality education with well structured
courses, module and practical knowledge. Furthermore, safe, supportive,
healthy, multicultural, harmonious, caring learning environment will turn out to
be very beneficial. It will make me to understand different cultures, religions at
the same time it will develop my personality. Therefore, the safety and lesser
crime will complement to my discretion to choose Australia and fully convince
my parents concern for the duration of my stay. The weather and climate are
peace, pleasant, beautiful and suitable to adopt.
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WHY AHIC
Australian Harbour International College is a registered provider of vocational
education and training offering courses in Accounting, Business and Health
Science, located in the heart of the Sydney, Australia’s biggest city. It
emphasizes on quality education by creating unique learning opportunities for
students and seeks ways to align its education products with the demands of
the current labour market along with the adoption of new technologies with
student focused teaching and learning strategies. Australian Harbour
International College provides facilities which includes affordable tuition and
living cost, lies in the central city location with abundant opportunities, range
of student services available also with internship and job placement available
nursing students. This institute will be the best choice for me to pursue my
Certificate IV in ageing support and Diploma of Nursing.
WHY CERTIFICATE IV AGEING SUPPORT AND DIPLOMA OF
NURSING

Health is the only one crucial wealth for entire living beings and to give a hand
to ameliorate some ones health, is one of the greatest job one can ever do. The
gratification which I have got in my life by helping people is such a magnificent
experience and this experience led me to choose this nursing profession.
Nursing is a career since my childhood that I had dreamt of. Since my early age
I had deep interest to serve needy people who suffer from illness. Nursing is the
only profession where we can serve directly to the people. In nursing career
each new day is alike new chapter for nurses because everyday it gives
opportunity about the diseases prevailing in the world along with its prevention
and treatment. So, it is never ending learning process. Certificate IV in Ageing
Support (78 Weeks) is the qualification which will provide the skills needed to
coordinate person-centred services for older people, provide support to people
living with dementia and assist people with medication. It also helps to learn
about how to provide support services using a palliative approach, and to serve
people living with chronic diseases. Similarly, Diploma in Nursing (88 Weeks)
is the qualification which will reflects the role of an enrolled nurse working
under supervision of a registered nurse. This qualification covers the application
of skills and knowledge required to provide nursing care for people across the
health sector. As the perquisite and the contents of these courses is relevant as I
have desired. That is the reason that I am really enthusiastic towards this course
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Certificate IV in ageing support is the pathway course for Diploma of Nursing
and hence, this degree propels me to my desired ambition. This degree
(Certificate IV in ageing support (CRICOS Code: 093674K)) is a course of 78
weeks and (Diploma of Nursing (CRICOS Code: 095125A))a course of 88
weeks for international students The total cost for this course is $50922(which
includes enrollment, material, tuition, OHSC fees ). For the financial support
from Nepal my father, mother, and my brother have shown full support. The
documents shown for financial support are government job’s annual income
source documents from father where he has been working since about 27 years,
private job’s annual income source documents support from mother and brother
where they have been working since around 2 years as well as the agricultural
documents. Hence, looking at the various aspects of good college such as wide
range of courses, reputation, quality of education, living standard, tuition fees
and teaching methods, affordability, friendly and supportive people, I am

personally very much impressed by Australian Harbour International College,
Sydney.
After the completion of Diploma of Nursing I hope to complete my further
higher degrees. Then, I assure that I will be back to my homeland Nepal, as it is
a developing country the standard of the education is underdeveloped and
international education will certainly flourish my level of education which I
would love to spread to upcoming generation who are willing to accomplish
their qualification in nursing profession. In Nepal I will work as a clinical tutor
so that I will be able to provide education both theoretically (in college) as well
as practically (in hospital).
I am a girl with highly motivated, dedicated towards my future and life.
Therefore, I would like to kindly request you to consider my application and
provide me opportunity to fulfill my career.
All the above mentioned explanation is relevant.
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